DATIG MEETING MINUTES – August 13, 2020
by Salina
OPEN
Jeanne opened the meeting at 8:00pm Eastern with We Version of Serenity Prayer.
The 12 Traditions were read.
The opening paragraph of the 12 Concepts and the Concept of the month were read.
ROLL CALL
1. Jeanne – Chair, Correspondence Secretary (IR for 7pm Wednesday Over 50 DA meeting #1187)
2. Salina – Recording Secretary, Treasurer, Conference Call Moderator, PRMarathon Committee
Chair (IR for 9pm Thursday Overcoming Underearning meeting #1065)
3. Rosemary – Webmaster, Groups.io Admin
4. Megan – IR for 10:30am Monday BDA Step Meeting #1330
5. Christina – IR for 11am Thursday Big Book Step Study #1244 and 4pm Friday Visions &
Meditation Speaker Meeting #1124
6. Ros G – IR for 8am Daily Step Sponsor DA meeting #14261 IR
7. Sarah – IR for Tuesday DA and Health Issues meeting #1176
8. Laurel – IR for 10pm Monday Night Musicians BDA meeting #1495
Vacant – IR for 12pm Wednesday Speak & Write Your Vision meeting #999
REPORTS
1. Recording Secretary - Salina
 Summarized Minutes from July business meeting.
i. July Minutes were accepted as summarized (and sent in advance by email).
 Typed up November, December and February minutes from my personal cliff notes and
emailed them to everyone on the Groups.io mailing list for review. Received no responses.
(Jeanne doesn’t have any notes from those meetings and can’t remember that far back.) No
Webmaster Report for November and not sure if Webmaster Report for
December/February are complete. Had to correct the February Treasurer Report, after I
sent the minutes out.
i. Rosemary will locate and add/send her webmaster reports for those months and
then post the minutes on website.
 Made corrections to October treasurer’s report and emailed the amended October minutes
to everyone on the Groups.io mailing list for review. Received no responses. Don’t know of
any other amendments that were needed. Fixed a small formatting error I found after they
were sent. Would like to have these amended minutes uploaded to the website.
 Attended the new BDA Intergroup on Sunday, July 26 and learned that they pay about
$50/month to a transcription service to have their recorded meeting transcribed and the
notes emailed to the secretary. I thought this might be something for us to look into to save
time, but it still takes their secretary 4-6 hours to distil the 20-30 pages of transcribed notes
into 5 or so pages of minutes, so that wouldn’t save me any time. It takes me 2-4 hours to
type up my notes after each meeting. If I listen to the recording, it takes me an additional 4
hours, so I’ve stopped listening to the recording and just type the minutes directly after the
meeting while everything is still fresh in my mind. (The BDA Intergroup meeting is 90
minutes long.)

2. Treasurer - Salina
Treasurer’s report was accepted as read.
Previous Total Balance on 7/09/2020 = $1,359.18
Previous Checking Account Balance = $175 (Prudent Reserve)
Previous PayPal Balance = $1,184.18
No Disbursements
8 Donations Received (6 Individual, 2 Group)
Donation Summary: $195.22 gross - $8.09 fees = $187.13 net
$151.22 – 4.69 = 146.53 on 7/31 (Anonymous Group)
$3 – .39 = 2.61 on 7/26 (Individual)
$3 – .39 = 2.61 on 7/26 (Individual)
$5 - .45 = 4.55 on 7/22 (Individual)
$3 – .39 = 2.61 on 7/20 (Individual)
$20 - .88 = 19.12 on 7/15 (Wed DA 50 Plus #1187)
$5 - .45 = 4.55 on 7/14 (Individual)
$5 - .45 = 4.55 on 7/09 (Individual)
Total Current Balance on 8/13/20 = $1,546.31
Current Checking Account Balance = $175 (Prudent Reserve)
Current PayPal Balance = $1,371.31 ($745 ISR Fund, $626.31 General Fund)
Actions Completed
Been too busy with the PRMarathons to get anything else done.
Upcoming Actions
1. Upload ID Documents to PayPal
2. Close Old PayPal Account (when done compiling numbers in order to look at donation trends
over the years – a voluntary personal project)
3. Look into setting the PayPal account up for donations to go to Friends and Family (like Sunday
BDA Phone meeting and BDAworshops.org did, per Arden).
18 Meetings have contributed in 2020:
Anonymous Meeting
M-F BDA Check-In #1319
Mon Living in the Sunlight of the Spirit BDA #12218
Mon Musicians Monday Night BDA #1495
Tues DA & Health Issues #1176
Tue Serenity Now Steps & Tools #20618
Wed Speak & Write Your Visions #999
Wed DA 50 Plus #1187
Thurs DA & Health Issues 2 #1538
Thurs Stepping to the Promises #129161
Fri Vision and Meditation Speaker #1124
Fri DA Clear Away #1374
Sat BDA for Artists and Writers #1375
Sun Showing Up Action Group #9563
Sun 9am Eastern Meeting #967
Sun DA Grupo Solvencia Skype #1585
Sun DA Open Big Book Step Study #92618
Sun Phone BDA #968

3. Webmaster - Rosemary
Actions Completed
1. Website Updates:
 Posted minutes (July and approved June)
 Added to list of groups that have donated this year
 Added Fellowship Day info & link to Announcements section on home page
 As we decided last month, I created a separate Intergroup meeting list at bottom of
of the Meeting Schedule page. Will adjust the note the note that says, “Not
recommended for beginners looking for a DA recovery meeting,”
2. Re helping meetings find their international phone numbers – I was thinking the best thing
would be to write a Meeting Support Article about this. I’ve written a draft. Need to finish
and would like to get Irene’s input before submitting to the group for comments.
3. Question re Meeting Support Articles page – at bottom it says the following:
“DATIG is seeking to expand its library in order to help the DA phone community
address specific concerns and issues unique to phone meetings. Do you have an idea
for a new article or are interested in writing a short article? Submit your articles to
Bud S via email…”
Perhaps remove Bud and change to the Correspondence Secretary email?
4. Visited the Tuesday meeting I’d missed (announcing PRMarathons and asking our
questions).
5. Posted announcement for the August PRMarathon
Upcoming Actions
1. Post the Oct-Feb Minutes Salina wrote up. Add webmaster reports to Nov, Dec and Feb.
2. Finish write up about how a meeting can find its international phone numbers. Ask Irene to
review. Submit to group.
3. Have a few more Intergroups to add to Intergroup meeting list.
4. Continue checking/updating meeting list – think I’m done but want to double check
(Updating our meeting list by comparing it to the main debtorsanonymous.org meeting list has become complex
because the main meeting list is a searchable database now separated by meeting type, and meetings can show up
in multiple categories.)

4. Groups.io Admin - Rosemary
Any new members tonight, please email webmaster@datig.net so I can send you an invitation to
join the intergroup Groups.io mailing list.
Actions Completed
 Invited new DATIG members
 Uploaded more of our old files (minutes, literature source documents)
Upcoming Actions
 Finish Uploading our files to our Groups.io account
5. Conference Call Moderator - Salina
No New Inquiries.
Notified the person in India, who requested international dial-in numbers for all the phone
meetings, that our webmaster is posting a more prominent note on the website asking meetings to

list this information – received no response. Re-stated my offer to walk the person through the
process to register their meeting on 7/17 – received no response. The person had requested my
phone number, which I gave them, but I never received a call.
6. Correspondence Secretary - Jeanne
No correspondence
7. Speaker Chair - Vacant
(There are 10 people on the speaker list, which Salina is compiling.)
8. ISR - Vacant
9. PRMarathon Committee Chair - Salina
 The third PRMarathon was held on Saturday, August 1 and provided 17 PRMs, including 7
emergency PRMs. An announcement was sent out to 22 meeting contacts. We received 30
requests. 4 of the requests were from people, who had received a PRM at the May or June
PRMarathon. 21 PRG volunteers served. I and one other person organized the marathon,
and Jeanne hosted the marathon with the other organizer assisting on the dashboard. A
follow up email was sent out to the PRGs that served this time asking if anyone wants to
help organize the next marathon.
 I am stepping down from the Committee and from organizing the marathons for the
remainder of this year. The other person, who helped organize the last two marathons, is
also stepping down from organizing. Jeanne is available to continue to host the marathons
with an assistant.
 I created a set of written instructions for organizing the monthly PRMarathons. The other
organizer and I created email templates. I created an email address for a PRG Coordinator
and an email address for a Recipient Coordinator.
 In order to have the monthly marathons continue, we need to find a person to fill each of
the coordinator positions, and we need someone from DATIG to chair the Committee. The
PRG Coordinator and the Recipient Coordinator will communicate with 20 or more people
via email. The email templates have been created, but improvisation will be needed to
answer individual questions that come up during the process.
 The qualifications we are looking for in organizers are
1. 1 year of solvency
2. Experience giving PRMs
3. Good organizational skills
4. Good communication skills with the ability to maintain a professional manner
5. Clarity
6. Willingness to do follow-through and be thorough
7. Technological proficiency.
 It takes 4 weeks to organize a monthly marathon. (The timeline can be adapted for different
frequency.) The committee meets once a week, and the organizers communicate by text
and email and calls between committee meetings.
 I can help organize 1-2 marathons per year. If I go to the WSC, however, I won’t be able to
organize a marathon on top of that. I plan to go next year, so I would be able to organize

one PRMarathon in the first quarter of the year before I begin preparations to go to the
WSC.
 I need to finish uploading the instructions and Recipient email templates to google drive.
 A follow up email has not yet been sent out to the Recipients at all three marathons asking
for feed-back and providing tips for how to organize an individual virtual PRM.
Jeanne – Grateful to Salina and Angel for doing so much to provide this wonderful service.

POSITIONS
1. Recording Secretary
Laurel volunteered to take this over for Salina. Salina will explain the protocol to her, and Laurel will
begin in September.
Jeanne has learned a lot from doing intergroup service, and it’s done a lot for her recovery. This
intergroup has a group of dedicated people doing service.

2. PRMarathon Committee Chair
Need someone to replace Salina, who is stepping down as Chair of the PRMarathon Committee. No
time pressure here. A September marathon is not going to happen because replacements for Salina
and Angel need to be found. The timing of the next marathon will depend upon the availability of
the people stepping into the service positions.
This Committee Chair position can be a 6-month position like the trusted servant positions.
Elections are being held next month (in September).
Christina would love to do this but not at the moment because she just took on a PI Position, is
helping organize an event for another intergroup and will be moving in November.
Tabled
3. Speaker Chair
Maintain a Speaker List. Meetings contact us for speakers, and Speaker Chair gives them the list.
The list has been started, and there are 10 people on it.
Megan is interested and will pray on it and let us know at elections next month.
OLD BUSINESS
1. Copyrighted Literature Review by Irene
Leave Tabled (long term)
Identifying which DATIG literature was copyrighted and making sure it is marked as such.

2. DATIG Literature Updates by Salina
In June, Salina emailed the document containing all the meeting support articles to Stephanie but
did not receive a response. Stephanie had said she would update and synthesize the information
into a cohesive whole, but she was not present at the meeting last month or this month.
Salina enjoys writing and will pick this back up in a month or so, now that she won’t be busy with
the marathons.
Tabled
3. Anonymity Issue re passing around phone meeting lists by Salina
Removed from Agenda

Salina still needs to contact the 2 concerned people to notify them that the issue was discussed at
the intergroup, and the recommendation is that they take it to the business meeting at those two
meetings. She will keep it on her to do list, but it doesn’t need to be on the agenda anymore.
4. Intergroup Phone Message Line by Salina
Tabled
Salina is researching telephone answering services. There is no hurry on this. She reported on
MagicJack in July and will look into Google next.
5. How to Reach the Addict who Still Suffers during this Pandemic by Salina
 (Tamala started doing some investigative work on this to find out what the national
organizations are for 211 and Suicide Hotlines. She emailed the national contact person for
the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline, only to find out later that the person is no longer
with the organization.)
 (Jeanne reached out to her local county Emergency Response agency and hasn’t received a
response.)
 (Rosemary mentioned that the Public Information Committee is a resource and there is a
recorded PI training call from June 7.)
We need someone to complete the research Tamala began.
Christina is the new PI Officer in training for NCDA and is willing to add this into what she’s already
doing.
6. PRMarathon Update
We need a DATIG member to chair the PRMarathon Committee and to find 2 volunteers to help
organize the next marathon (or 1 volunteer, if the chair can take on one of the coordinator
positions).
We have all these people who have served on PRGs and are willing to continue serving, especially
during covid, and it would be good if we could let them know what the plan is instead of letting
them think that the marathons are just over.
We will ask PRG volunteers, who have served at marathons, to announce our need for organizers at
their meetings.
DATIG’s goal/vision is to hold the marathons quarterly or once or twice a year timed to the holiday
and tax season in the US. Intergroups tend to host one or two events per year, and this could be our
regular event.
The PRMarathon Committee will decide on how often the marathons will be held based on
volunteer availability.
We will keep this item on the agenda, and when we get a person to Chair the Committee, we can
move forward.
NEW BUSINESS
None
PHONE MEETING ISSUES, CONCERNS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
1. Announcement by Jeanne – da.org now has a way to accept International Payments
DA announced that its website will be using a new donation platform beginning on 8/1. On
this new platform, it is possible to make recurring contributions and contributions from

2.

3.

4.

5.

outside the US in USD. The contributions must be converted by your financial institution
into USD.
Announcement by Irene – Access to Fellowship Day by Telephone
Irene contacted World Service to let them know that not everyone can use zoom, so there is
now a way to access Fellowship Day by telephone. Click on the Fellowship Day link & there
are now phone numbers listed that can be used to attend Fellowship Day events, in addition
to the zoom links.
Request to post an announcement – by Christina
for NorCal Do DA Day on 10/17 from 9am-4pm Pacific. They will start announcing it at
meetings on 8/22. Rosemary believes it would qualify for our announcements since it is
being held virtually this year. Christina will email the info to webmaster@datig.net.
Question by Christina – What can I announce at group level?
Jeanne – as an IR, you come here and listen, and you can make reports about the treasury,
PRMarathon status, need for volunteers to chair and be coordinators or anything else that
occurs here. That is the point of an intergroup.
Announcement by Christina – Looking for Speakers and Workshop Leaders
As Committee Co-Chair, she is looking for Speakers or Workshop Leaders at the World Level
for Do DA Day on Topics including Health and BDA.

NEW FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
Out of Time
REVIEW OF UPCOMING ACTIONS
Out of Time
CLOSE
Jeanne stopped the recording and closed the meeting at 9:14pm Eastern with the “We” version of
the Serenity Prayer.

Agenda for September DATIG Meeting:
OLD BUSINESS
1. Copyrighted Literature Review by Irene
Leave Tabled (long term)
Identifying which DATIG literature was copyrighted and making sure it is marked as such.

2. DATIG Literature Updates by Salina
Salina put all the meeting support articles in one document and, in a month or so, will begin
updating and synthesizing the information into a cohesive whole to create a new article called “Tips
For Working DA By Telephone – 2020”.
3. PRMarathon
We need a DATIG member to chair the PRMarathon Committee and to find 2 volunteers to help
organize the next marathon (or 1 volunteer, if the chair can take on one of the coordinator
positions).
4. Intergroup Phone Message Line by Salina
Salina is researching telephone answering services. There is no hurry on this. She reported on
MagicJack in July and will look into Google next.
5. How to Reach Addicts who are Still Suffering during this Pandemic by Salina
Christina is the new PI Officer in training for NCDA and is willing to add this into what she’s already
doing. She will continue the research begun on finding out what the national organizations are for
211 and Suicide Prevention Hotlines.
The Public Information Committee is a resource, and there is a recorded Fellowship Wide PI training
call from June 7 on the DA website.

